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ABSTRACT 
Every completely distributive complete lattice is a subdirect product of copies of the lattice {0, 1 } 
and the real unit interval. 
Following [1] I denote by ~c the category whose objects are the completely 
distributive complete lattices and whose morphisms are the functions which 
preserve arbitrary suprema nd infima; 2 is the lattice {0, l} and I is the real 
unit interval, with the usual order. Of course, the product of a family of objects 
in ~e is the set-theoretic product, componentwise ordered; a subdirect product 
is a complete sublattice of a product, such that the restriction of every pro- 
jection is onto. 
Usual words are used in the usual sense [4]. 
Standard arguments provide the following folkloristic proposition about 
chains (see e.g. [6]): 
PROPOSITION. Let L be a complete chain, L ° a subchain of L, M a dense 
complete chain, f ° :L°~M isotone such that f°(L°) is dense in M. Then: 
i) f0 has a unique isotone extension f : L~M;  
ii) f is surjective and preserves arbitrary suprema and infima. 
This proposition has the following application: 
THEOREM. Let L be a non trivial dense complete chain. The morphisms from 
L onto I separate the points. 
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PROOF. Take x<y in L. Owing to the density of L, it is standard to define an 
injective isotone function from the rational numbers of I onto a subset L ° of 
the interval [x, y]; let f°:L°-+I be the inverse of this map. The extension f of 
the proposition above is a morphism of L onto I in the category ~c, such that 
f(x) = O, f(y) = 1. 
COROLLARY. Every non trivial dense complete chain L is a subdirect product 
of copies of I. 
PROOF. For every pair (x, y) of elements of L with x<y, choose a morphism 
f from L onto I such that f(x) = O, f(y) = 1 and denote by F the set of such 
morphisms. The diagonal map of the morphisms of F is injective from L into 
I F and the composition with every projection into I is surjective. 
This simple result allows to strengthen the theorems A of [8] and 3.5 of [1], 
and to improve some partial results of Dwinger [1, 2, 3]. 
THEOREM. i) Every non trivial dense completely distributive complete 
lattice is a subdirect product of copies of I; 
ii) every non trivial completely distributive complete lattice is a subdirect 
product of copies of 2 and I. 
PROOf. Use the previous theorem and theorem A of [8] for i); i) and 
Theorem 3.5 of [1] for ii). Of course one must use a sort of "transitivity" of 
the property "to be a subdirect product o f " .  
The following corollaries are easy to obtain, and the proofs are omitted; the 
statements seems rather interesting. 
COROLLARY. Completely distributive complete lattices are exactly the com- 
plete sublattices of powers of I. That is I is a coseparator in the category ~c. 
COROLLARY. 2 and I are the only objects of cA¢ which are isomorphic to every 
non trivial homomorphic image of themselves. 
To obtain the last result, observe that, owing to ii) of the previous theorem, 
every lattice in ~c has a homomorphic image which is isomorphic either to 2 
or to I; the remaining part of the proof is straightforward. 
It is worth to note that one can easily obtain a well-known result due to 
Raney [7] as a corollary, too: 
COROLLARY. Let L be an object of ~¢. Then it is a complete homomorphic 
image of a complete ring of sets. 
PROOF. L is a complete sublattice of a power of I, say I x. The lattice 
Ix{O, 1}, lexicographically ordered, is a complete ring of sets by Theorem 2 of 
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[7], since the e lements  (i, 1) are complete ly  jo in- i r reduc ib le .  Moreover  the map 
(i,j)x~ (i)x i~I, j e  {0, 1}, x~X,  is a morph ism f rom (Ix{O, 1}) x onto  I x and 
the pre image o f  L under  this morph ism is a complete  r ing o f  sets, since it is a 
complete  sublatt ice o f  the complete  r ing o f  sets (Ix{O, 1 })x. 
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